
 

 

Star Wars in Dubai: Travel Tips in Dubai Inspired by Movies 

By Raveena Fiarani 

 

Sometimes we might feel familiar with some places that are appears in world-class films. No, that is not 

because you have de javu or something, but maybe you have seen the picture of the place somewhere, or 

even visited it before.  

Dubai is one of the most famous city in the United Arab Emirates that has attracted the world's attention 

with the success of build different innovative buildings. Innovative buildings and magnificent places that 

exist in Dubai in fact not only attract visitors, but also make Dubai a popular choice for filmmakers. 

Here we present a list of Hollywood movies-inspired tour of the Emirate with our guide to Dubai's 

awesome movie locations. 

1. The Movie: Mission Impossible: Ghost Protocol (2011)  

The Location: Burj Khalifa 

Mission Impossible: Ghost Protocol, is the biggest-budget blockbuster ever to be filmed in Dubai. Best 

known for Tom Cruise's insane decision in playing his own stunt character, now you will be able to feel the 

thrilling sensation felt by his character in the movie, Ethan Hunt, hangs off the Burj Khalifa, the tallest 

building in the world as high as 829,84m. The fun fact is, it takes 23 days and 400 crew members to build 

the Burj stant in order to ensure the big star Cruise was kept safe. Dare to try? 

 

2. The Movie: Star Trek Beyond (2016)  

The Location: Downtown and JLT 

Star Trek Beyond is the latest blockbuster to take its production to Dubai. Producer Jeffrey Chernov said 

that Dubai was chosen primarily for fitting their “world of the future” needs, with features as a Federation 

Starbase known as YorkTown, encountered by the crew of the Starship Enterprise on their intergalactic 

journey. For Star Trek lovers, you are absolutely have to try visiting the JLT and Downtown, of course, as 

sets for the city of the future in the real world. 

https://www.cinemablend.com/new/Real-Reason-Star-Trek-Beyond-Decided-Shoot-Dubai-99987.html


 

 

3. The Movie: Syriana (2005) 

The Location: Dubai’s desert 

Syriana, one of the Oscar-winning US films with all star cast including George Clooney and Matt Damon. 

This drama is a story with an interesting twist about US's goal of “fighting terrorism”, by promoting 

democracy in the Middle East and ensuring oil and military interests. Director Stephen Gaghan stated that 

Dubai indeed is the perfect location to shoot many of the desert scenes. Yes, you are right, the thrilling 

dune bashing at one and only Dubai Safari Desert! 

4. The Movie: Star Wars Episode VII – The Force Awakens (2015) 

The Location: Abu Dhabi desert 

The real Star Wars is finally here! Shout out to Star Wars-addict to spot some familiar places because 

parts of the film were actually shot a short drive from Dubai. Having provided its second major shooting 

location after the U.K.'s Pinewood Studios, a shuttle-like spacecraft, large tower and life-sized market were 

all built in the Abu Dhabi desert. The secret is, Liwa Desert is the real planet Jakku that is filmed in Abu 

Dhabi—based on the scene where Finn and mentioned a place called Liwa Outpost. 

5. The Movie: Kung Fu Yoga (2017) 

The Location: The Palm, JLT, Sheikh Zayed Road, Downtown, Business Bay, and Dubai Marina 

A comedy-action adventure movie owned by Jackie Chan's stunt-star, written and directed by Stanley 

Tong, Kung Fu Yoga has done a lot of shooting in Dubai. One of the most prominent is Atlantis, The Palm 

was the scene of several days of martial arts action. Downtown Dubai and Business Bay is also served as 

locations, with several days of road closures as the stars chased each other in a variety of impressive 

supercars. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.thenational.ae/arts-lifestyle/film/kung-fu-yoga-shoot-takes-over-dubais-business-bay-with-car-chase
http://www.thenational.ae/arts-lifestyle/film/kung-fu-yoga-shoot-takes-over-dubais-business-bay-with-car-chase


 

 

6. The Movie: Furious 7 

The Location: Abu Dhabi desert and Etihad Towers 

This seventh film of the Fast & Furious series is indeed always interesting to keep up. Dubai's rising 

popularity did not escape from the glance of the movie director Fast & Furious 7. In Abu Dhabi desert and 

Etihad Towers, you are invited to feel the real scene in the movie, as Dominic searched for “God's Eye”. 

### 

 

About Dubai’s Department of Tourism and Commerce Marketing (DTCM) 

With the ultimate vision of positioning Dubai as the world’s leading tourism destination and commercial hub, Dubai 

Tourism’s mission is to increase the awareness of Dubai among global audiences and to attract tourists and inward 

investment into the emirate. Dubai Tourism is the principal authority for the planning, supervision, development and 

marketing of Dubai’s tourism sector. It markets and promotes the Emirate’s commerce sector, and is responsible for 

the licensing and classification of all tourism services, including hotels, tour operators and travel agents. Brands and 

departments within the Dubai Tourism portfolio include Dubai Convention and Events Bureau, Dubai Calendar, and 

Dubai Festivals and Retail Establishment (formerly known as Dubai Events and Promotions Establishment).  

 


